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A word from The White House.



This is personal talk. This talk may not reflect 
 the views of the President or the administration.



But, it used to.





The War on Error



Error in code is bad.



code for software



code for software



code for people



code for people



We can fix both.



Unifying theme



Approximation!



Main ideas
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Fixing Software



Software is terrible.















Why?





Solution?



Need to engineer software.



software engineering



software engineering
is not engineering



an engineer uses prediction
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So…



Can you predict software?



nope.

Alan “Party Pooper” Turing



Thou shalt not decide the 
halting behavior of a program.



while P(x)



What can we do?



*p++ = read();



C/C++



Haskell



Coq



DARPA: CRASH



Or…
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*a++ = pwn;

*NULL

MAXINT++

do_evil()

“the static analyis game”

Credit: Cousot & Cousot



How do you play the game?



Abstract Interpretation

Cousot & Cousot, 1977
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Abstract
We describe a derivational approach to abstract interpretation that
yields novel and transparently sound static analyses when applied
to well-established abstract machines. To demonstrate the tech-
nique and support our claim, we transform the CEK machine
of Felleisen and Friedman, a lazy variant of Krivine’s machine,
and the stack-inspecting CM machine of Clements and Felleisen
into abstract interpretations of themselves. The resulting analyses
bound temporal ordering of program events; predict return-flow
and stack-inspection behavior; and approximate the flow and eval-
uation of by-need parameters. For all of these machines, we find
that a series of well-known concrete machine refactorings, plus a
technique we call store-allocated continuations, leads to machines
that abstract into static analyses simply by bounding their stores.
We demonstrate that the technique scales up uniformly to allow
static analysis of realistic language features, including tail calls,
conditionals, side effects, exceptions, first-class continuations, and
even garbage collection.

Categories and Subject Descriptors F.3.2 [Logics and Meanings
of Programs]: Semantics of Programming Languages—Program
analysis, Operational semantics; F.4.1 [Mathematical Logic and
Formal Languages]: Mathematical Logic—Lambda calculus and
related systems

General Terms Languages, Theory

Keywords abstract machines, abstract interpretation

1. Introduction
Abstract machines such as the CEK machine and Krivine’s ma-
chine are first-order state transition systems that represent the core
of a real language implementation. Semantics-based program anal-
ysis, on the other hand, is concerned with safely approximating
intensional properties of such a machine as it runs a program. It
seems natural then to want to systematically derive analyses from
machines to approximate the core of realistic run-time systems.

Our goal is to develop a technique that enables direct abstract
interpretations of abstract machines by methods for transforming
a given machine description into another that computes its finite
approximation.
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We demonstrate that the technique of refactoring a machine
with store-allocated continuations allows a direct structural ab-
straction1 by bounding the machine’s store. Thus, we are able to
convert semantic techniques used to model language features into
static analysis techniques for reasoning about the behavior of those
very same features. By abstracting well-known machines, our tech-
nique delivers static analyzers that can reason about by-need evalu-
ation, higher-order functions, tail calls, side effects, stack structure,
exceptions and first-class continuations.

The basic idea behind store-allocated continuations is not new.
SML/NJ has allocated continuations in the heap for well over a
decade [28]. At first glance, modeling the program stack in an ab-
stract machine with store-allocated continuations would not seem
to provide any real benefit. Indeed, for the purpose of defining the
meaning of a program, there is no benefit, because the meaning
of the program does not depend on the stack-implementation strat-
egy. Yet, a closer inspection finds that store-allocating continua-
tions eliminate recursion from the definition of the state-space of
the machine. With no recursive structure in the state-space, an ab-
stract machine becomes eligible for conversion into an abstract in-
terpreter through a simple structural abstraction.

To demonstrate the applicability of the approach, we derive
abstract interpreters of:

• a call-by-value �-calculus with state and control based on the
CESK machine of Felleisen and Friedman [13],

• a call-by-need �-calculus based on a tail-recursive, lazy vari-
ant of Krivine’s machine derived by Ager, Danvy and Midt-
gaard [1], and

• a call-by-value �-calculus with stack inspection based on the
CM machine of Clements and Felleisen [3];

and use abstract garbage collection to improve precision [25].

Overview
In Section 2, we begin with the CEK machine and attempt a struc-
tural abstract interpretation, but find ourselves blocked by two re-
cursive structures in the machine: environments and continuations.
We make three refactorings to:

1. store-allocate bindings,
2. store-allocate continuations, and
3. time-stamp machine states;

resulting in the CESK, CESK?, and time-stamped CESK? ma-
chines, respectively. The time-stamps encode the history (context)
of the machine’s execution and facilitate context-sensitive abstrac-
tions. We then demonstrate that the time-stamped machine ab-
stracts directly into a parameterized, sound and computable static
analysis.

1 A structural abstraction distributes component-, point-, and member-wise.
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Abstract

We describe a derivational approach to abstract interpretation that yields novel and trans-
parently sound static analyses when applied to well-established abstract machines for higher-
order and imperative programming languages. To demonstrate the technique and support
our claim, we transform the CEK machine of Felleisen and Friedman (Proc. of the 14th
ACM SIGACT-SIGPLAN Symp. Prin. Program. Langs, 1987, pp. 314–325), a lazy variant of
Krivine’s machine (Higher-Order Symb. Comput. Vol 20, 2007, pp. 199–207), and the stack-
inspecting CM machine of Clements and Felleisen (ACM Trans. Program. Lang. Syst. Vol 26,
2004, pp. 1029–1052) into abstract interpretations of themselves. The resulting analyses bound
temporal ordering of program events; predict return-flow and stack-inspection behavior; and
approximate the flow and evaluation of by-need parameters. For all of these machines, we find
that a series of well-known concrete machine refactorings, plus a technique of store-allocated
continuations, leads to machines that abstract into static analyses simply by bounding their
stores. These machines are parameterized by allocation functions that tune performance and
precision and substantially expand the space of analyses that this framework can represent. We
demonstrate that the technique scales up uniformly to allow static analysis of realistic language
features, including tail calls, conditionals, mutation, exceptions, first-class continuations, and
even garbage collection. In order to close the gap between formalism and implementation, we
provide translations of the mathematics as running Haskell code for the initial development
of our method.

1 Introduction

Program analysis aims to soundly predict properties of programs before being

run. For over 30 years, the research community has expended significant effort

designing effective analyses for higher-order programs (Midtgaard, to appear). Past

approaches have focused on connecting high-level language semantics, such as

structured operational semantics, denotational semantics, or reduction semantics,

to equally high-level but dissimilar analytic models. Too often, these models are

far removed from their programming language counterparts and take the form of

constraint languages specified as relations on sets of program fragments (Wright &

Jagannathan, 1998; Nielson et al., 1999; Meunier et al., 2006). These approaches

require significant ingenuity in their design and involve complex constructions and

correctness arguments, making it difficult to establish soundness, design algorithms,

JFP 2012
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hnop :: ~stmt , fp,�,i 7�! h ~stmt , fp,�,i
hmove-object(rd, rs) :: ~stmt , fp,�,i 7�! h ~stmt , fp,�[(rd, fp) 7! �(rs, fp)],i

hreturn-void :: ~stmt
0
, fp0
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0
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,�[(exn, fp0) 7! �(r, fp)],0i
where (`0, fp0

,

0) = H(`, fp,)

hgoto(`) :: ~stmt , fp,�,i 7�! hS(`), fp,�,i
hnew-instance(r, ⌧) :: ~stmt , fp,�,i 7�! h ~stmt , fp,�[(r, fp) 7! o],i

where o = new(&)

hif-eq(r, r0, `) :: ~stmt , fp,�,i 7�! hS(`), fp,�,i if �(r, fp) = �(r0, fp)

hif-eq(r, r0, `) :: ~stmt , fp,�,i 7�! h ~stmt , fp,�,i if �(r, fp) 6= �(r0, fp)

higet(rd, rs,field) :: ~stmt , fp,�,i 7�! h ~stmt , fp,�[(rd, fp) 7! �(a)],i
where �(rs, fp) = o and o.field = a
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0
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Figure 1: Dalvik semantics
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Step 1: Diagnose the problem
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Step 2: Abstract
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And, the semantics…
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E A4V

problem of finding upper and lower bounds for the overall DAG becomes a graph s � t
shortest-path problem.

Thus, the problem of estimating resource bounds for a CFG can be reduced to the problem
of estimating these bounds for a single strongly-connected component of the graph.

E.2.2 Step II: RRs for SCCs

Our approach for building RRs for a single strongly-connected component of the CFG is
a progressive sequence of attacks.

Simple Loops The simplest strongly connected digraph is a simple recursive loop. Sim-
ple recursive loops are a form of tail recursion where a procedure calls itself (with reduced
sizes). In such a scenario, the implied recurrence is of the form

T (n) = T (g(n)) + f(n)

where bounds on g(n) are determined by sizing methods and f(n) represents the com-
plexity of the nonrecursive components of the loop (which could span multiple proce-
dures and include recursive components whose complexity were determined prior to this
step).

Complex Loops: Divide and Conquer and Dynamic Programming There are relatively
simple algorithmic constructs that do not yield simple loops. For example, any simple
divide-and-conquer strategy (or even a dynamic program) would yield a double loop
around a vertex representing the recursive routine. In such cases, we take advantage of
the fact that our goal is to get RRs that estimate the true complexity of the routine, rather
than trying to nail down the precise complexity.

We propose a method based on a cycle decomposition of the CFG. We do a depth-first-
search from the source routine and enumerate all resulting cycles. The true complexity
is some max,+ combination of the complexities of these paths. We can therefore use
the above “simple” recurrence analysis to generate a collection of recursive expressions
that describe the complexity of the complex loop. For example, a recurrence that calls
itself twice yields two simple recurrences that need to be added together. Further sizing
analysis might eliminate some of the “branches” as redundant to determining the true
complexity. Alternatively, the system can then identify the paths likely to lead to worst-
case and best-case analysis.

Ear Decompositions In general, our CFG might resist easy attacks of the form described
above. In this case, we resort to a stronger strategy based on a well-known characteriza-
tion of strongly connected graphs.
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N-glycanase deficiency, also known as NGLY1 deficiency, is 
an extremely rare genetic disease. The symptoms of NGLY1 
deficiency include global developmental delay, seizures, complex 
hyperkinetic movement disorder, difficulty in 
swallowing/aspiration, liver dysfunction, and a lack of tears.1 
Due to NGLY1 gene mutations, NGLY1 patients produce 
negligible or no N-glycanase enzyme (Ngly1), an enzyme that is 
involved in non-lysosomal deglycosylation of mis-folded N-
linked glycoproteins in the cytosol before being targeted for 
destruction by the proteosomal complex.2 However, the 
underlying mechanism has not been well understood since the 
first report of this genetic disorder in 2012.3 Recently, Tadashi’s 
group proposed a potential pathological mechanism linking 
NGLY1 deficiency to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-associated 
degradation (ERAD) pathway. It is well known that N-

glycoproteins can be degraded through both the lysosomal 
degradation and non-lysosomal degradation process. In non-
lysosomal degradation pathway, the N-glycoproteins (mostly 
misfolded protein) are translocated from the ER to the cytosol 
and degraded by proteasomes through the ERAD process. Ngly1 
is functionally important in ERAD as it cleaves the amide bond 
between the Asparagine residue (Asn) of the protein and the 
proximal GlcNAc, chemically bonded to Asn, in N-glycan.1 
When NGLY1 gene was knocked out in a cellular model, endo-β-
N-acetylglucosaminidase (ENGase) could act as a surrogate 
deglycosylation enzyme, resulting in the generation of 
unconventional proteins carrying partially deglycosylated 
residual N-GlcNAc sugar stubs. Proteins with N-GlcNAc 
residues were found to undergo aggregation, preventing or 
delaying the degradation of misfolded N-glycoproteins. 
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N-glycanase deficiency, or NGLY1 deficiency, is an extremely rare human genetic disease. N-
glycanase, encoded by the gene NGLY1, is an important enzyme involved in protein 
deglycosylation of misfolded proteins.  Deglycosylation of misfolded proteins precedes the 
endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-associated degradation (ERAD) process. NGLY1 patients produce 
little or no N-glycanase (Ngly1), and the symptoms include global developmental delay, 
frequent seizures, complex hyperkinetic movement disorder, difficulty in swallowing/aspiration, 
liver dysfunction, and a lack of tears. Unfortunately, there has not been any therapeutic option 
available for this rare disease so far. Recently, a proposed molecular mechanism for NGLY1 
deficiency suggested that endo-β-N-acetylglucosaminidase (ENGase) inhibitors may be 
promising therapeutics for NGLY1 patients. Herein, we performed structure-based virtual 
screening of FDA-approved drug database on this ENGase target to enable repurposing of 
existing drugs. Several Proton Pump Inhibitors (PPIs), a series of substituted 1H-Benzo [d] 
imidazole, and 1H-imidazo [4,5-b] pyridines, among other scaffolds, have been identified as 
potent ENGase inhibitors. An electrophoretic mobility shift assay was employed to assess the 
inhibition of ENGase activity by these PPIs.  Our efforts led to the discovery of Rabeprazole 
Sodium as the most promising hit with an IC50 of 4.47±0.44 μM. This is the first report that 
describes the discovery of small molecule ENGase inhibitors, which can potentially be used for 
the treatment of human NGLY1 deficiency. 

2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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Yes, we can. 
Yes, we did.



Disclaimer: I am a scientific advisor / co-founder.
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Human screenome project
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What about cancer?
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The War on Error?
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Thank you!
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